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Abstract: We present the measurement of a new set of jet shape observables for track-
based jets in central Pb-Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV. The set of jet shapes includes
the rst radial moment or angularity, g; the momentum dispersion, pTD; and the dier-
ence between the leading and sub-leading constituent track transverse momentum, LeSub.
These observables provide complementary information on the jet fragmentation and can
constrain dierent aspects of the theoretical description of jet-medium interactions. The jet
shapes were measured for a small resolution parameter R = 0:2 and were fully corrected to
particle level. The observed jet shape modications indicate that in-medium fragmentation
is harder and more collimated than vacuum fragmentation as obtained by PYTHIA cal-
culations, which were validated with the measurements of the jet shapes in proton-proton
collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV. The comparison of the measured distributions to templates for
quark and gluon-initiated jets indicates that in-medium fragmentation resembles that of
quark jets in vacuum. We further argue that the observed modications are not consistent
with a totally coherent energy loss picture where the jet loses energy as a single colour
charge, suggesting that the medium resolves the jet structure at the angular scales probed
by our measurements (R = 0:2). Furthermore, we observe that small-R jets can help to
isolate purely energy loss eects from other eects that contribute to the modications of
the jet shower in medium such as the correlated background or medium response.
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1 Introduction
The objective of the heavy-ion jet physics program at RHIC and LHC is to understand
the behaviour of QCD matter at the limit of high energy density and temperature by
studying the dynamics of jet-medium interactions. Jet physics in heavy-ion collisions is
a multiscale problem. Hard scales govern the elementary scattering and the subsequent
branching process down to non-perturbative scales, in the vacuum as well as in the medium.
Soft scales, of the order of the temperature of the medium, characterise the interactions of
soft partons produced in the shower with the strongly coupled medium. Soft scales also rule
hadronisation, which is expected to take place in vacuum for suciently energetic probes.
A detailed discussion of the dierent processes contributing to the jet shower evolution
in medium and their onset scales can be found in ref. [1]. The interplay between these
processes can lead to modications of the longitudinal and transverse distributions of the
constituents of the jet with respect to jet fragmentation in vacuum. These jet structure
modications can be investigated with jet shape observables and have the potential to
constrain the dynamics of jet energy loss in medium, the role of colour coherence [2], and
fundamental medium properties like temperature, density or the evolution of the medium
degrees of freedom with the resolution scale [3].
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The jet shape observables measured so far in heavy-ion collisions at the LHC can be
classied into three groups: inclusive, jet-by-jet shapes using constituents information, and
jet shapes using the clustering history. The rst group consists on inclusive observables that
measure intra or inter-jet distributions. The ratios of jet yields with dierent resolution
parameters R are an example. Such ratios are infrared and collinear (IRC) safe [4] and
are sensitive to the transverse energy prole of the jets [5{7]. ATLAS measured central to
peripheral inclusive jet yield ratios for dierent jet radii up to R = 0:5 showing dierences of
the order of 30% at pT;jet < 100 GeV/c [8], which indicate energy redistribution within the
jet in medium relative to vacuum. In ALICE, such ratios were measured for inclusive and
semi-inclusive samples of jets recoiling from high-pT hadrons [9, 10]. In the case of recoil
jets, larger R were accessible and the results showed no indication of medium modications
when changing the jet resolution up to R = 0:5. ALICE and ATLAS measurements are
characterised by dierent jet selections and dierent minimum constituent cutos. Another
example of shapes belonging to this category are the fragmentation fuctions [11, 12]. The
fragmentation functions give information on the longitudinal share of energy within the jet.
The experimental results show an enhancement of the low and high-z component and a
depletion at intermediate z in Pb-Pb relative to pp collisions, where z is the fraction of the
jet momentum carried by the particles in the jet [11, 12]. The modications are small and
they were quantied as an excess of approximately 0:9 particles at low momentum, in the
dierence between the integrals of the fragmentation functions in Pb-Pb and pp collisions.
In order to probe the jet shape at large angles relative to the jet axis, two observables
were designed. The CMS missing pT method [13] considers the projection of all particle
momentum vectors in the event onto the axis of a selected dijet pair. This method is
insensitive to the uncorrelated background, and particles correlated with the dijet reveal
that momentum balance of the system is totally recovered only by very soft particles (pT 
1 GeV/c) at large angles (Rjet > 0:8). Jet-track angular correlations [14] explore the
large-angle component dierentially with similar conclusions. Similarly, the jet prole [15]
measures the radial distribution of energy relative to the jet axis. The results indicate an
enhancement of momentum relative to pp collisions at distances to the jet axis Rjet & 0:3.
This enhancement is accompanied by a reduction of momentum at short distances to the
jet axis 0:1 < Rjet < 0:2.
The second group of shape observables are the jet shapes built as a jet-by-jet function of
the jet constituent 4-momenta. The jet mass [16] is an example. The jet mass is related to
the virtuality of the parton that originated the jet. It increases with large-angle soft particle
emission. The ALICE measurement of the jet mass in heavy-ion collisions [16] for jets of
R = 0:4 showed a hint of reduction relative to the vacuum reference. Theoretical models
show that energy loss eects reduce the jet mass while the medium response increases
it, resulting in a mass that is shifted to higher values than what was found by ALICE
results [17].
The third category of jet shape observables uses the clustering history to select cer-
tain parts of the particle shower using well-dened jet clustering techniques, for instance
grooming [18, 19], to amplify or suppress a region of the splitting phase space where
medium-induced eects are expected. Examples are the 2-subjetiness [20] or the soft drop
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subjet momentum balance, zg [21, 22], designed to explore changes in the rate of 2-prong
jets and the momentum balance of semi-hard subjets in heavy-ion collisions relative to
pp collisions. New ideas and applications for this third category of jet shapes are being
discussed in the literature for beyond Standard Model searches and QCD studies in pp as
well as heavy-ion collisions.
The shapes analysed in this paper belong to the second category and are described in
detail in section 2. They probe complementary aspects of the jet fragmentation such as
the transverse energy prole or the dispersion of the jet constituents transverse momentum
distribution. Our aim was to perform a systematic exploration of the intrajet distributions
to pose constraints on key aspects of the theory of jet quenching. A clean connection to
the theory was pursued via the selection of observables that are well dened and calculable
from rst principles in pQCD and via the full correction of the observables to particle level.
The considered small resolution R = 0:2 and ALICE instrumental capabilities allowed us to
obtain fully corrected particle-level jet measurements, in a unique range at the LHC of low
jet momentum and low constituent momentum cuto of 0:15 GeV/c. Our measurements
give insight on whether the jet substructure is resolved by the medium at small angular
scales and on the role of the medium response.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 3 presents the data sets and event
selection used for the analysis, sections 4 and 5 describe the jet nding procedure and the
underlying event subtraction, while sections 6 and 7 present the response of the shapes
to detector eects and background uctuations and the 2-dimensional unfolding procedure
that simultaneously corrects the shape and jet pT distributions. Section 8 describes the
dierent contributions to the systematic uncertainty and nally, section 9 presents the fully
corrected results and their interpretation with comparisons to theoretical models.
2 The set of jet shape observables
In this analysis, we focus on three jet shape observables that probe complementary aspects
of the jet fragmentation, namely the rst radial moment or angularity (or girth), g, the
momentum dispersion, pTD, and the dierence between the leading and sub-leading track
transverse momentum, LeSub.
The angularity is dened as
g =
X
i2jet
pT;i
pT;jet
Rjet;i; (2.1)
where pT;i is the transverse momentum of the i-th constituent and Rjet;i is the distance
in (, ') space between constituent i and the jet axis. This shape is sensitive to the radial
energy prole of the jet.
The momentum dispersion pTD is dened as
pTD =
qP
i2jet p
2
T;iP
i2jet pT;i
: (2.2)
This shape measures the second moment of the constituent pT distribution in the jet and
is connected to how hard or soft the jet fragmentation is. For example, in the extreme case
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Figure 1. g, pTD, and LeSub for quark and gluon jets as obtained from PYTHIA Perugia 2011
simulations of pp collisions at
p
s = 2:76 TeV in the transverse momentum interval 40  ppart;chT;jet 
60 GeV/c.
of few constituents carrying a large fraction of the jet momentum, pTD will be close to 1,
while in the case of jets with a large number of constituents and softer momentum, pTD
would end up closer to 0.
The two previous shapes are related to the moments of the so-called generalized an-
gularities dened as:  =
P
i
  pT;i
pT;jet
 Rjet;i
R

[23]. The number of jet constituents
corresponds to (,) = (0,0), the square of pTD corresponds to (2,0), the angularity g
corresponds to (1,1), and the square of the mass scaled by the jet pT is related to (1,2).
LeSub is dened as the dierence of the leading track pT (p
lead
T;track) and sub-leading
track pT (p
sublead
T;track):
LeSub = pleadT;track   psubleadT;track : (2.3)
LeSub is not an IRC-safe observable but shows robustness against contributions of
soft background particles as we will discuss in section 5. In order to give an illustrative
example for the sensitivity of these observables to dierent types of jet fragmentation,
gure 1 compares the behaviour of the shapes distributions for quark and gluon initiated
jets as obtained by PYTHIA [24] in pp collisions. At the same transverse momentum,
gluon jets are broader and produce more fragments with a softer momentum spectrum
than quark jets. Consequently, their rst radial moment (g) is on average higher, whereas
the momentum dispersion (pTD) and LeSub are lower. The momentum dependence of
the three shapes in vacuum is illustrated in gure 2. As the jet momentum increases, the
angularity and the pTD decrease while LeSub shifts to higher values. These changes are
consistent with jets becoming narrower and with larger dierences among constituents'
transverse momentum at higher jet pT.
3 Data sets, event selection, and simulations
The ALICE detector and its performance are described in refs. [25, 26].
The data were taken during the 2011 LHC Pb-Pb run at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV. This
analysis uses events recorded with minimum-bias (MB) triggers, based on the signal mea-
sured in the V0 scintillators detectors that cover the full azimuth in the pseudo-rapidity
intervals  3:7 <  <  1:7 and 2:8 <  < 5:1. The online information of the V0 detector
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Figure 2. g, pTD, and LeSub as obtained from PYTHIA Perugia 2011 simulations of pp collisions
at
p
s = 2:76 TeV for three dierent transverse momentum intervals.
was also used to enhance the fraction of the 10% most-central Pb-Pb collisions. The online
centrality selection has an eciency of 100% for the 0{7% interval in centrality percentile
and drops to about 80% eciency for the 7{10% interval.
Events are reconstructed oine as described in ref. [27]. Charged tracks are mea-
sured in the ALICE central barrel via the Inner Tracking System (ITS), which consists
of six cylindrical layers of silicon detectors, and the Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
with acceptance jj < 0:9 over the full azimuth. Accepted tracks were required to have
0:15 < pT < 100 GeV=c, with at least 70 space-points and at least 80% of the geometrically
ndable space-points in the TPC. To account for the azimuthally non-uniform response of
the ITS, in this dataset, two exclusive classes of tracks were used [26]: tracks with Silicon
Pixel Detector (SPD) hits (70% of all tracks in central Pb-Pb collisions and 95% in pp
collisions) and, when the SPD information is not present, TPC tracks with at least one hit
in the ITS, with their trajectory retted to the primary vertex to improve the momentum
resolution. The primary vertex was required to lie within 10 cm of the nominal center
of the detector along the beam axis and within 1 cm of it in the transverse plane. After
oine event selection, the Pb-Pb dataset consisted of 17M events in the 0{10% centrality
percentile interval (Lint  21:3 µb 1).
The pp collision data used to validate PYTHIA [24] were recorded during the 2010 low-
luminosity pp run at
p
s = 7 TeV with a MB trigger selection. The trigger conguration,
oine event selection and tracking are described in ref. [28]. After the event selection, the
pp dataset consisted of 168M events (Lint  2:5 nb 1).
For central Pb-Pb collisions, the tracking eciency is about 80% for pT > 1 GeV=c,
decreasing to  56% at pT = 0:15 GeV=c. The track momentum resolution is around 1%
at pT = 1 GeV=c and  2:5% at pT = 40 GeV=c. For pp collisions, the tracking eciency
is about 2{3% higher than in central Pb-Pb collisions. The track momentum resolution
is about 1% for reconstructed tracks with pT = 1 GeV=c and of the order of 4:1% for
pT = 40 GeV=c [26, 28].
Simulations of pp collisions were carried out using PYTHIA 6.425 and PYTHIA 8, with
the Perugia 2011 and 4C tunes [29]. They were used as particle-level references to our fully
corrected jet shapes. Moreover, instrumental eects were simulated using PYTHIA Perugia
0 for the primary collision followed by a detailed particle transport and detector response
simulation using GEANT3 [30]. Simulated events, which include primary particles and the
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daughters of strong and electromagnetic decays but not secondaries from interactions in
the detector material or the daughters of weak decays from strange hadrons, are denoted
as \particle level". Simulated events, which also include instrumental eects and weak
decay daughters, where reconstructed tracks are selected using the experimental cuts, are
denoted as \detector level".
4 Jet reconstruction
Jet reconstruction for both the pp and Pb-Pb analysis was carried out using the kT and
anti-kT [31] algorithms applied to all accepted tracks. The E-scheme for recombination
was used [32] and the mass of the charged pion was assumed for each track.
The jet area, Ajet, was calculated by the FastJet algorithm [32] using ghost particles
(nearly zero-pT particles that participate in the clustering procedure but do not modify the
jet momentum) with area Ag = 0:005 [33]. A cut on the jet area was applied to suppress
combinatorial jets while preserving high eciency for true hard jets [34, 35]. Jet candidates
were rejected if Ajet < 0:07 for R = 0:2. Jet candidates were accepted if fully contained
in the acceptance, meaning that their centroids laid within jjetj < 0:7, where jet is the
pseudo-rapidity of the jet axis.
In pp collisions and for the considered R = 0:2, the change of the jet momentum
due to the underlying event background is negligible. For the Pb-Pb analysis, corrections
of jet pT and jet shapes are needed due to the presence of large background from the
underlying event. For that purpose, the jet reconstruction was carried out twice for each
event. The rst pass applies the kT algorithm with R = 0:2 to estimate the density of
jet-like transverse-momentum and mass due to the background,  and m, respectively,
dened as:
 = median
 
praw;iT;jet
Aijet
!
; m = median
 
mi
Aijet
!
(4.1)
where the index i runs over all jet candidates in an event and praw;iT;jet , mi, and A
i
jet are
the transverse momentum, mass, and area of the ith reconstructed jet. The two jets with
highest praw;iT;jet were excluded from the calculation of the median to suppress the impact of
signal jets on the underlying event background estimate. The second pass, which generates
jet candidates for the reported distributions, applied the anti-kT algorithm with resolution
parameter R = 0:2.
5 Average background subtraction and fake jet suppression
In order to correct the candidate jet pT and shape distributions simultaneously for the
average underlying event background, two dierent techniques were applied.
 Area-derivatives method [36]. This method is valid for any infrared and collinear
safe jet reconstruction algorithm and jet shape. The event is characterised by  and
m. Ghost particles are added uniformly in the acceptance, each of them mimick-
ing a pileup-like component in a region of area Ag. The sensitivity of the shape to
background is determined by calculating its derivatives with respect to the trans-
verse momentum and mass of the ghosts. Given , m, and the information on the
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derivatives, the value of the jet shape is then extrapolated by a Taylor series to
zero background.
 Constituent subtraction method [37]. In this method, the subtraction operates
particle-by-particle. Ghost particles are added uniformly to the acceptance, with
nite pT and mass given by: pT;g = Ag and mg = Agm. The distance between each
real jet constituent and each ghost is then computed and an iterative procedure starts,
which consists of nding the closest pair. If the transverse momentum of particle i
is larger than that of the ghost, the ghost is discarded and its transverse momentum
is subtracted from that of the real particle. In case the transverse momentum of the
ghost is larger than that of particle i, the real particle is discarded and the transverse
momentum of the real particle is subtracted from the ghost transverse momentum.
The same procedure applies to the mass. The procedure terminates when all jet
constituents are analysed.
We note that in the case of m = 0, the jet pT correction obtained with these methods
coincides exactly with the standard area-based subtraction approach where psubT;jet = pT;jet 
Ajet. The m term was introduced to take into account that low-pT particles from the
underlying event have masses that are not negligible compared to their momenta. This
component has impact on the observables related to dierences between jet energy and
3-momentum like the jet mass [36] but negligible impact on the jet momentum.
The jet-by-jet constituent subtraction technique [37] was used as the primary method
and the area-derivatives method was used as a systematic variation. To study the perfor-
mance of the subtraction methods, PYTHIA events at detector level were embedded into
Pb-Pb events. Embedding means superimposing the PYTHIA and Pb-Pb events at track
level. Figure 3 shows the shape distribution for embedded unsubtracted jets (squares),
the average background-subtracted jet shapes (open circles and crosses for the two meth-
ods), and the PYTHIA detector-level distributions (full circles). The average background-
subtracted embedded distributions get closer to the PYTHIA detector-level distributions
than without background subtraction. The comparison was performed in the interval of
reconstructed and subtracted embedded momentum, prec;chT;Jet , of 40{60 GeV/c. Figure 3 re-
veals that LeSub is rather insensitive to modications induced by the background. Residual
dierences, due to background uctuations, were corrected using an unfolding procedure
(see section 7).
The smearing of jet pT due to the local background uctuations, quantied as pT [38],
has a width of  = 4 GeV/c for R = 0:2 in central Pb-Pb collisions [38]. The truncation
of the raw yield at 30 GeV/c prior to unfolding sets our working point more than 7 away
from zero and thus contributions from purely combinatorial background jets to the raw
spectrum are negligible, allowing for a stable unfolding correction [9].
6 Detector and background response
A 4-dimensional response matrix was built with axes shapepart;ch, ppart;chT;jet , shape
rec;ch, and
prec;chT;jet . The upper index `part' refers to particle level and `rec' refers to reconstructed level
quantities. In pp collisions, index `rec' refers to detector-level quantities, while in Pb-Pb
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Figure 3. Background subtraction performance for jet shapes studied with jets from PYTHIA
events embedded into real Pb-Pb events, in the background subtracted transverse momentum in-
terval 40  prec;chT;jet  60 GeV/c for the area derivatives and constituent subtraction methods.
collisions it refers to embedded and background subtracted quantities. In order to associate
a reconstructed-level jet to a particle-level jet, a matching criterion needs to be dened.
The response matrix for pp collisions is purely instrumental and was constructed using
PYTHIA events at particle level and after full detector simulation. The matching criterion
between the corresponding jets at particle and detector level is purely geometrical and was
based on requiring that they are univocally the closest in the (; ') space. The response
matrix for the Pb-Pb case considers both the eects of the detector and the eects of the
background uctuations. To construct it, we embedded PYTHIA detector-level events into
Pb-Pb events and we applied two successive matchings, the rst between the background-
subtracted, embedded jets and detector-level PYTHIA jets and the second between the
detector and particle-level jets. The matching between embedded and detector-level jets
is not purely geometrical but also required that more than 50% of the detector-level jet
momentum is contained in the embedded reconstructed jet. The matching eciency is
consistent with unity for jets with pT above 30 GeV/c. We note that since our embedding
is a superposition of PYTHIA and Pb-Pb events at track level, two-track eects are not
present, however their impact in data is small due to the large required number of clusters
per track. The jet energy scale shift in pp collisions is about 15% at ppart;chT;jet = 50 GeV/c.
In Pb-Pb collisions, this shift is about 12% in the same transverse momentum range at
the particle level [9]. The instrumental jet energy resolution (JER), which characterises
the detector response relative to charged jets at particle level, varies from 20% at prec;chT;jet =
20 GeV/c to 25% at prec;chT;jet = 100 GeV/c, similarly for pp and Pb-Pb collisions. The JER
is dominated by tracking eects and shows no dependence with jet R [9].
The jet shape resolution can be studied via the distribution of residuals, which gives
the relative dierence between the jet shapes measured at particle and reconstructed level.
In gure 4, the left panels show the distribution of residuals for each of the three shapes
for jets in pp and for PYTHIA embedded jets in Pb-Pb collisions, in the particle-level jet
ppart;chT;jet range of 40{60 GeV/c. Tracking ineciency induces a negative tail in the angularity
(narrower jets due to missing constituents), while a positive tail is induced on average by
background uctuations and, to a lower extend, also by track momentum resolution. The
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trend is the opposite in the case of pTD: losses due to tracking eciency shift the distribu-
tion of residuals to positive values (fewer constituents) while the background uctuations
induce a negative shift. For LeSub, the distributions in PYTHIA and PYTHIA embedded
simulations are similar due to the resilience of the observable to background uctuations.
The right panels of gure 4 show the resolution of the shapes, quantied as the standard
deviation  of the distribution of residuals, as a function of the shape at particle level for pp
and Pb-Pb collisions. At low angularity, the resolution is poor because these jets are more
collimated and typically have fewer constituents. In this region, this shape is thus more
sensitive to tracking ineciency and background uctuations. At higher angularities the
resolution improves up to 20%. The resolution of pTD is overall below 15% and improves
for harder jets when pTD approaches unity. A similar case holds for LeSub, for which the
resolution improves at higher values of the shape and worsens at low values where detector
eects have a larger impact.
7 Two-dimensional unfolding procedure
Residual background uctuations and detector eects were unfolded to simultaneously
correct the reconstructed jet transverse momentum and shape distributions back to the
particle level. Bayesian unfolding in two dimensions as implemented in the RooUnfold
package [39] was used. Several considerations needed to be taken into account. The 2D
correlation (prec;chT;jet , shape
rec;ch
jet ), which is the input to the unfolding, was binned such that
there are at least 10 counts per bin, to guarantee statistical stability of the correction
procedure, which also sets the upper limit of the input prec;chT;jet range (80 GeV/c both in
pp and Pb-Pb collisions). The shape input ranges are 0:3{1, 0:02{0:12, and 0{30 GeV/c
for g, pTD and LeSub, respectively, for both collision systems. The raw input correlation
should not contain combinatorial background, which was suppressed by truncating it at
suciently high values of prec;chT;jet . The lower limit of the input p
rec;ch
T;jet range for unfolding
in Pb-Pb collisions is 30 GeV/c. As argued in section 4, fake jet contamination above this
limit for jets measured with R = 0:2 is negligible. In pp collisions, the cuto is set at
prec;chT;jet = 20 GeV/c.
The particle-level ppart;chT;jet range of the response matrix is from 0 to 200 GeV/c. The
shape ranges at the particle level are 0{1, 0{0:12 and 0{50 GeV/c for g, pTD, and LeSub,
respectively. The particle-level ranges were extended beyond the input ranges to allow
for jet migration into the reconstructed level range due to background uctuations and
tracking eciency losses. When the data input is truncated, feed-in from detector-level
jets outside the truncated range had to be considered and corrected for. However, this
correction (referred to as kinematic eciency) is purely based on MC and has to be limited
by considering unfolded bins far away from the truncation thresholds. Thus, our nal
results are presented for the jet momentum interval 40{60 GeV/c.
We tested the stability of the unfolding by refolding the solution back and checking
the agreement with the raw distribution. In pp (Pb-Pb) collisions, both distributions
agree within 1% (5%) after the second (third) iteration. The unfolding solutions converged
after few iterations (note that convergence occurs globally in 2D and not just in a given
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Figure 4. Left plots show the distributions of residuals for the set of three jet shapes in a given
interval of ppart;chT;jet 40{60 GeV/c using the PYTHIA and PYTHIA embedded simulations. Right
plots show the width (quantied as the standard deviation) of the distributions on the left as a
function of the values of the shapes at particle level. The black and red curves correspond to pp
and Pb-Pb simulations, respectively. The line connecting the points on the right is drawn to guide
the eye.
interval of jet pT). We also performed a closure test, where two statistically independent
MC samples are used to ll the response and the pseudo-data. In this case, the unfolded
solution agrees with the MC truth within less than 10% in pp and Pb-Pb collisions.
8 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties for the shapes were determined by varying the analysis set-
tings for instrumental response and background uctuations. The systematic uncertainties
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are listed below:
 Tracking eciency uncertainty for the used track selection is 4% and this was used
as source to estimate the jet energy scale uncertainty [16].
 The prior in the 2D Bayesian implementation of RooUnfold was taken as the pro-
jection of the response matrix onto the true axes. The default prior was PYTHIA
Perugia 0. We considered three dierent variations. As the systematic uncertainty
in a given bin we take the maximal deviation out of the three variations. The rst
variation was to re-weight the response matrix such that the prior coincides with the
unfolding solution. The second considered variation was obtained by re-weighting the
response matrix such that the projection onto true axis was that of purely gluonic
jets. The third variation was obtained by re-weighting the response matrix such that
the projection onto the true axis was that of purely quark jets.
 The regularization was given by the number of iterations considered, which was 4 (8)
for pp (Pb-Pb) collisions in the default solutions. The uncertainty in the regulariza-
tion was estimated by considering dierences to solutions for one less and two more
iterations.
 The minimum accepted jet pchT;jet as input to the unfolding was 20 (30) GeV/c in pp
(Pb-Pb) collisions. As a variation, we lowered the truncation by 10 GeV/c.
 The binning of the raw input was changed arbitrarily (but keeping the statistical
requirements of at least 10 counts per bin) in both the pchT;jet and shape dimensions.
 The choice of the background subtraction method in Pb-Pb collisions aected mostly
the tails of the distribution and resulted in a variation of 10% at most.
 In Pb-Pb collisions, the matching criterion in the tagging algorithm was relaxed so
that the response was lled with pairs of jets where the reconstructed embedded jet
contained at least 40% of the probe jet momentum.
The dierent components of the systematic uncertainties for the dierent shapes are sum-
marized in tables 1 and 2 for pp and Pb-Pb collisions, respectively. The largest contribution
to the systematic uncertainties on the fully corrected pp data comes from the tracking ef-
ciency uncertainty, yet the total systematic uncertainty is smaller when compared to the
statistical one. In Pb-Pb collisions, systematic uncertainties due to prior and subtrac-
tion method choice dominate over statistical uncertainties. All the uncertainties induce
changes in the shape of our observables and the applied normalization causes long range
anti-correlations. The total uncertainty is obtained by adding the dierent components in
quadrature.
9 Results and discussion
Figure 5 presents the fully corrected jet shape distributions measured in pp collisions atp
s = 7 TeV in the jet pT range 40{60 GeV/c. The results are compared to PYTHIA Perugia
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Shape pTD g LeSub (GeV/c)
Shape interval 0.3-0.4 0.5-0.6 0.8-1 0-0.02 0.05-0.06 0.08-0.12 0-5 10-15 20-30
Tracking 10% 0:70% 11% 10% 1:7% 4:2% 1:8% 0:5% 6:6%
Prior +0:3 0:0%
+0:9
 0:0%
+0:0
 0:0%
+0:0
 3:0%
+0:0
 1:2%
+3:0
 0:0%
+0:9
 0:0%
+0:6
 0:0%
+0:5
 0:0%
Regularization +0:1 0:3%
+0:7
 1:2%
+0:4
 0:1%
+5:9
 2:7%
+2:3
 1:0%
+2:6
 4:5%
+0:8
 1:3%
+0:6
 0:6%
+0:6
 0:0%
Truncation +0:0 0:7%
+0:0
 0:1%
+0:5
 0:0%
+0:3
 0:0%
+0:0
 0:2%
+0:3
 0:0%
+0:1
 0:0%
+0:0
 0:1%
+0:1
 0:0%
Binning 1:4% 1:6% 4:2% 0:2% 6:4% 2:5% 2:1% 1:8% 0:9%
Total +10 10%
+2:1
 2:2%
+11
 11%
+12
 11%
+7:0
 6:8%
+6:3
 6:7%
+3:0
 3:1%
+2:1
 2:0%
+6:7
 6:6%
Table 1. Relative systematic uncertainties on the measured jet shapes in pp collisions for three
selected jet shape intervals in the jet pchT;jet range of 40{60 GeV/c.
Shape pTD g LeSub (GeV/c)
Shape interval 0.3-0.4 0.5-0.6 0.8-1 0-0.02 0.05-0.06 0.08-0.12 0-5 10-15 20-30
Tracking 0:7% 1:1% 3:3% 9:6% 2:9% 4:9% 0:6% 1:7% 0:8%
Prior 20% 2:6% 7:4% 7:6% 8:1% 20% 7:5% 7:9% 9:0%
Regularization +0:6 1:5%
+0:3
 0:8%
+0:1
 0:3%
+0:3
 0:9%
+0:5
 0:8%
+0:1
 0:0%
+0:4
 1:1%
+0:2
 0:1%
+4:3
 1:7%
Truncation +0:0 18 %
+1:6
 0:0%
+3:9
 0:0%
+3:7
 0:0%
+0:0
 1:0%
+0:0
 39 %
+0:0
 25 %
+10
 0:0%
+18
 0:0%
Binning 1:3% 2:3% 4:2% 2:3% 3:6% 3:5% 0:9% 7:9% 3:4%
Bkg.Sub +5:5 0:0%
+0:0
 2:1%
+0:0
 0:3%
+0:0
 2:5%
+0:0
 9:5%
+0:0
 13 %
+0:0
 1:0%
+0:0
 6:7%
+0:0
 1:6%
Matching +0:0 0:5%
+0:2
 0:0%
+9:4
 0:0%
+2:6
 0:0%
+1:9
 0:0%
+23
 0:0%
+0:0
 4:3%
+0:0
 0:3%
+0:0
 0:7%
Total +21 27%
+4:0
 4:3%
+14
 9:2%
+13
 13%
+9:5
 13 %
+31
 47%
+7:6
 26 %
+15
 13%
+21
 10%
Table 2. Relative systematic uncertainties on the measured jet shapes in Pb-Pb collisions for three
selected jet shape intervals in the jet pchT;jet range 40{60 GeV/c.
2011 and PYTHIA 8 tune 4C jet shape distributions obtained at the same collision energy.
The ratio plots in the lower panels indicate a reasonable agreement within 20%. Large
non-perturbative eects are expected for small-R jets [40] and seem to be well accounted
for by the simulations.
Figure 6 shows the fully corrected jet shape distributions in Pb-Pb collisions at
p
sNN =
2.76 TeV compared to PYTHIA Perugia 2011 and PYTHIA 8 tune 4C at the same collision
energy and in the same jet pT range of 40{60 GeV/c. The radial moment (upper left plot)
appears to be shifted to lower values in the measured data compared to PYTHIA. The pTD
(upper right plot) is shifted to higher values in the measured data compared to PYTHIA.
LeSub (bottom) shows no indication of modications relative to PYTHIA. These results
indicate that the fragmentation in Pb-Pb collisions is harder and more collimated than in
vacuum at the same reconstructed energy.
The observed hardening of the fragmentation is qualitatively consistent with the ob-
served enhancement of the high-z component of the fragmentation functions of inclusive
jets measured by ATLAS and CMS in Pb-Pb collisions [11, 12]. More recent measurements
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Figure 5. Fully corrected jet shape distributions measured in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV for
R = 0:2 in the range of jet pchT;jet of 40{60 GeV=c. The results are compared to PYTHIA. The
coloured boxes represent the uncertainty on the jet shape (upper panels) and its propagation to the
ratio (lower panels)
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of fragmentation functions of jets recoiling from photons at CMS [41] do not show an en-
hancement at high-z but rather indicate a depletion of the high-z component accompanied
by an enhancement of the soft modes. When the jet fragmentation is studied as a function
of the photon energy in gamma-jet events, where the transverse momentum of the photon
balances the initial parton momentum from the hard scattering to good approximation,
there is no bias towards higher Q2 in Pb-Pb relative to pp compared to the case when the
recoiling jet energy is used. To quantitatively compare the dierent observables that select
dierent samples of jets (inclusive vs recoil) and that are subject to dierent kinematic
cuts, modeling within the same theoretical framework is required.
In gure 7 we compared quark and gluon vacuum jet shape distributions from PYTHIA
to our data. Since quark-initiated jets radiate less, their fragmentation is harder and less
broad. Gluon-initiated jets can be thought of as an approximation to modied jets in the
hypothetical case where quenching accelerates the shower evolution just by increasing the
number of splittings. This scenario would lead to a broadening and softening of the in-cone
shower (see dierences in the shape between inclusive jets and gluon jets in the plot) as
opposed to the data. The comparison in gure 7 indicates that the Pb-Pb fragmentation
agrees more with a vacuum quark-like fragmentation than with a vacuum gluon-like frag-
mentation. It is worth noting that in the case where gluon jets interact more strongly
with the medium than quark jets, their relative fractions might change for a given jet pT
in favour of more quark-initiated jets. In line with this argument, the simple toy model
calculations described in ref. [42] can explain qualitatively some aspects of the data like
the hardening of the fragmentation function and pT dependence of the jet suppression, just
by using a varying quark fraction and a greater quenching for gluon jets.
Another ingredient that might contribute to the observed dierences between jet shapes
in Pb-Pb and pp collisions at the same pchT;jet is that the original energy of the parton
initiating the jet shower is dierent in both systems. The signicant suppression of jet
rates at high pT, RAA < 1, suggests that the jet energy that is reconstructed in Pb-Pb
collisions is smaller than the original parton energy; this could lead to a larger virtuality
of jets in Pb-Pb than in pp collisions for a given momentum. Let's consider the case where
a fraction X% of the jet momentum is lost coherently, meaning that the jet substructure
is not resolved by the medium and the jet radiates as a single colour charge [2]. Since g
and pTD are normalized to the jet pT, a simple rescaling by a momentum fraction X% of
each jet constituent leaves eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 unmodied. In this scenario, the modied jet
shapes, for a given reconstructed jet pT, are simply the vacuum-like shapes of jets with a
momentum higher by a fraction 1=(1 X%). As seen in gure 2, both g and pTD decrease
with jet momentum in vacuum. Our experimental results show that the g distribution shifts
to lower values in Pb-Pb collisions relative to the vacuum-like one. The pTD distribution,
instead, increases, contrary to what is expected from a fully coherent energy loss scenario.
Following these considerations, the medium seems to be able to resolve the jet structure
at angular scales below R = 0:2.
We also compared our results to JEWEL calculations [43], which is a perturbative
framework for jet evolution in the presence of a dense medium. The detailed description
of the jet-medium interaction includes elastic scattering o medium constituents, inelastic
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Figure 6. Fully corrected jet shape distributions in 0{10% central Pb-Pb collisions at
p
sNN =
2:76 TeV for R = 0:2 in the range of jet pchT;jet of 40{60 GeV=c. The results are compared to
PYTHIA. The coloured boxes represent the uncertainty on the jet shape (upper panels) and its
propagation to the ratio (lower panels).
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Figure 7. Jet shape distributions in 0{10% central Pb-Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV for
R = 0:2 in range of jet pchT;jet of 40{60 GeV=c compared to quark and gluon vacuum generated jet
shape distributions. The coloured boxes represent the experimental uncertainty on the jet shapes.
medium-induced gluon radiation, and medium recoil. The medium recoil refers to the
response of the medium to the jet. This component is a correlated background that cannot
be experimentally suppressed. An extensive comparison of the model to the existing jet
shapes was done (see ref. [17]), showing that the contribution of the medium recoil to the
modication of the jet shapes is large, in particular in those shapes that are most sensitive
to the soft, large-angle quanta such as the jet mass or the subjet momentum imbalance zg.
Figure 8 shows the measured jet shape distributions compared to JEWEL calculations. The
eects of the medium recoil are small, as expected for the small considered R and thus the
measurement constrains the purely radiative aspects of the JEWEL shower modication.
There is good agreement between the model and the data.
The ALICE measurement of the jet mass [16] for jets of R = 0:4 showed some hints
of a reduction relative to the vacuum reference. The jet mass, as discussed in section 2,
diers parametrically from the angularity only in the power of the angle dependence, so
it is also sensitive to the broadening or collimation of the jet shower. Comparisons to
JEWEL revealed that the eect of jet mass reduction due to energy loss is obscured by the
broadening due to the medium response or recoil [17], which contributes more strongly to
jets with R = 0:4 than to the jet core measurements with R = 0:2 reported here.
10 Conclusions
In this paper, the rst measurement of a new set of track-based jet shape distributions
has been presented. The measurements were performed in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV
and in 0{10% central Pb-Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV in the low jet transverse mo-
mentum interval 40  pchT;jet  60 GeV/c and using small jet resolution R = 0.2. The
full correction to particle level and the measurement of an unbiased sample of jets with
a constituent transverse momentum cuto of 0:15 GeV/c are key aspects of the analysis
that allow exploring possible medium modications in a wide dynamical range including
soft modes.
The jet shapes reported here probe complementary aspects of the jet fragmentation
and are used to test possible scenarios and ingredients of the theoretical description of
jet quenching.
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Figure 8. Jet shape distributions in 0{10% central Pb-Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV for
R = 0:2 in range of jet pchT;jet of 40{60 GeV=c compared to JEWEL with and without recoils with
dierent subtraction methods. The coloured boxes represent the experimental uncertainty on the
jet shapes.
The measurements of g, pTD, and LeSub in pp collisions are within 20% in agreement
with PYTHIA Perugia 2011 and PYTHIA 8 4C tunes.
In central Pb-Pb collisions, the measurements of g and pTD show that the jet core is
more collimated and fragments harder than in pp collisions. The picture is qualitatively
consistent with a more quark-like jet fragmentation, suggesting e.g. either a modied frag-
mentation pattern of all jets or a selection on quark-like jet properties imposed by the
medium for these observables.
The role of colour coherence in the jet-medium interactions and the scales at which
it dominates is a key ingredient in the characterisation of the medium. We argue that
the medium-modication of g and pTD is not consistent with the scenario where the jets
interact with the medium coherently, as single colour charges. This suggests that the
medium is able to resolve the jet structure at angular scales smaller than R = 0:2.
Comparison to calculations using the JEWEL jet quenching model shows that the
contribution of the medium response to the small-radius jets reported here is small and
thus the data can constrain the eects due to energy loss, contrary to other measurements
at larger R where the medium recoil can obscure the radiative eects.
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